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ABSTRACT

Objectives Previous studies have reported beneficial
effects of perioperative music on patients’ anxiety and
pain. We performed a systematic review and meta-
analysis of randomised controlled trials investigating
music interventions in cardiac surgery.
Methods Five electronic databases were systematically
searched. Primary outcomes were patients’ postoperative
anxiety and pain. Secondary outcomes were hospital
length of stay, opioid use, vital parameters and time on
mechanical ventilation. PRISMA guidelines were followed
and PROSPERO database registration was completed
(CRD42020149733). A meta-analysis was performed using
random effects models and pooled standardised mean
differences (SMD) with 95% confidence intervals were
calculated.
Results Twenty studies were included for qualitative
analysis (1169 patients) and 16 (987 patients) for meta-
analysis. The first postoperative music session was
associated with significantly reduced postoperative anxiety
(SMD = –0.50 (95% CI –0.67 to –0.32), p<0.01) and pain
(SMD = –0.51 (95% CI –0.84 to –0.19), p<0.01). This is
equal to a reduction of 4.00 points (95% CI 2.56 to 5.36)
and 1.05 points (95% CI 0.67 to 1.41) on the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)/Numeric
Rating Scale (NRS), respectively, for anxiety, and 1.26
points (95% CI 0.47 to 2.07) on the VAS/NRS for pain.
Multiple days of music intervention reduced anxiety until
8 days postoperatively (SMD = –0.39 (95% CI –0.64 to
–0.15), p<0.01).
Conclusions Offering recorded music is associated with
a significant reduction in postoperative anxiety and pain
in cardiac surgery. Unlike pharmacological interventions,
music is without side effects so is promising in this
population.

INTRODUCTION
Patients undergoing cardiac surgery often
have perioperative anxiety and severe postoperative pain, despite the administration
of benzodiazepines and opioids.1–4 Postoperative admission to the intensive care unit
(ICU) exposes them to stressors known to
increase anxiety and pain, such as noise,

Key questions
What is already known about this subject?
►► Perioperative anxiety and pain are prevalent in pa-

tients undergoing cardiac surgery, despite the use
of pharmacological interventions with well-known
side effects.
►► Music intervention has provided promising results in
surgical patients.

What does this study add?
►► The results of this study provide some evidence for

the beneficial effect of perioperative music intervention on postoperative anxiety and pain in patients
undergoing cardiac surgery.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
►► Since music intervention has neither risks nor

known side effects but may have a positive effect
on the patients’ health outcomes, healthcare professionals should consider providing perioperative
music for patients undergoing cardiac surgery.

sleeplessness, mechanical ventilation and
immobility. These stressors may lead to longer
hospitalisation and higher use of benzodiazepines and opioids, with their inherent
risk of side effects and adverse events.5–14
Research efforts have been directed towards
approaches to relieve anxiety and pain.
Apart from pharmacological therapies, non-
pharmacological therapies have provided
promising results.15
A music intervention is relatively inexpensive and an easily applicable non-
pharmaceutical intervention which has no
known side effects. Previous studies in mixed
surgical populations have found statistically
significant beneficial effects of perioperative
recorded music on patients’ anxiety, pain
and neurohormonal stress response, with less
consumption of intraoperative sedatives and
postoperative opioids.15–19 However, these
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METHODS
This systematic review and meta-analysis was performed
according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) guidelines (see
online supplementary data S1) and was registered in
the PROSPERO database (https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/
PROSPERO) as record number CRD42020149733.20
Search strategy
With the help of a dedicated biomedical information specialist, we performed a search in the Embase,
Medline Ovid, Web of Science, Cochrane CENTRAL and
Google scholar databases for studies between 1 January
1992 and 25 October 2019. Keywords used in the literature search were “music” and “cardiac surgery”. Online
Supplementary data S2 gives a detailed description of the
search terms and results per database. Reference lists of
included studies were manually screened for additional
studies that met the inclusion criteria.
Study screening and selection
Two authors (EK/RJB) independently screened all identified articles on title/abstract and full text according
to a standardised protocol.21 We have included studies
with (P) adult patients undergoing cardiac surgery investigating the effect of (I) perioperative recorded music
compared with a (C) control group on (O) anxiety and
pain in (S) randomised controlled trials (RCTs). PICOS
is a mnemonic used in evidence based medicine and
stands for, respectively; Patient, Intervention, Control,
Outcomes, and Study22 type. Other inclusion criteria
were assessment of surrogates of anxiety and pain (use
of opioids and vital parameters), full text available in the
English language and the use of perioperative recorded
music in a hospital. Studies investigating the effect of
music during a postoperative painful procedure (eg,
chest tube removal, positioning of the patient) were
excluded since such procedures reflect only a fraction
of postoperative anxiety and pain during hospitalisation.
Music interventions were defined as the use of recorded
music consisting of melody, harmony and rhythm, and
offered in a hospital setting. Nature sounds were considered only when used in addition to music. If studies
compared a music group to multiple other groups, the
group without music that was most similar to the music
group with respect to the intervention was chosen as the
control group (eg, if groups were ‘scheduled rest’ and
‘standard care’, ‘scheduled rest’ was chosen as the control
group if the music group also received a resting period).
2

Any disagreements between reviewers were resolved by
the senior author (JJ).
Data collection process and data items
Two of the authors (EK/RJB) independently extracted
and checked the data from eligible studies according to
a pre-specified dataset. The following study characteristics were extracted: author name, year of publication,
sex, mean age, type of cardiac surgery, surgical method
and numbers of patients in the intervention and control
groups. The following intervention characteristics were
extracted: type of music (genre, rhythm, beats per minute,
how music was defined (eg, 'soothing music'), timing
of the intervention (before, during or after surgery)
and duration of the intervention (in minutes). Primary
outcomes were mean anxiety and pain scores assigned on
the guidance of validated subjective assessment tools at
baseline and after the intervention. Secondary outcomes
were hospital length of stay (LOS, days), opioid use
(morphine equivalents; mg), systolic blood pressure
(SBP, mmHg), diastolic blood pressure (DBP, mmHg),
mean arterial pressure (MAP, mmHg), heart rate (HR,
beats/min), respiratory rate (RR, breaths/min), oxygen
saturation (SpO2, %), and time on mechanical ventilation (min).
Quantitative analysis
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics are presented as means (SD), counts
and percentages. For the main analysis, a meta-analysis
was performed for all primary and secondary outcomes
(except opioid use) using data for the first postoperative music session with immediate assessment of anxiety
and/or pain. When multiple music sessions were applied,
only data for the first postoperative session were used.
The meta-analysis was performed using random effects
models to calculate the overall treatment effect based
on standardised mean differences (SMD), accounting
for between-study heterogeneity. The between-study variance was calculated with the restricted maximum likelihood method. The level of heterogeneity was assessed
using the I2 statistic. Studies were included for quantitative analysis when mean values and corresponding SDs
of the main and secondary outcomes were reported.
Studies with significant differences in anxiety and/or
pain scores at baseline were excluded from the quantitative analysis. To calculate the reduction for pain and for
anxiety based on the pooled SMD of the meta-analysis,
a back-
transformation was applied to the anxiety and
pain scores as described by the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews.23 For this back-transformation, the
SDs of anxiety and pain were estimated by pooling the
SDs of the control groups for the different assessment
tools separately.
In an additional analysis, meta-
analyses were
performed for the primary outcomes using the data for
the last session when multiple sessions were applied.
For the primary outcomes, subgroup meta-analysis was
Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474
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effects may not directly apply to patients undergoing
highly invasive cardiac surgical procedures.
We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to
assess and quantify the effect of perioperative recorded
music interventions on anxiety and pain in adult patients
undergoing cardiac surgery. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of this kind.

Cardiac surgery

Qualitative analysis
Risk of bias assessment
Selected articles were independently evaluated on risk of
bias by the same two authors according to the Cochrane
Risk of Bias tool for RCTs.23 Incomplete data outcome due
to drop-out of ≥10% was considered as high risk of bias.
If the study protocol was not available, the risk for selective reporting was considered unclear. Funnel plots were
made to assess publication bias. The GRADE (Grading of
Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluations) criteria were used to assess the quality of the effect
of music on anxiety and pain, and to make clinical practice recommendations.23 24
RESULTS
The literature search yielded 1537 results. After removal
of duplicates, the titles and abstracts of 1018 articles were
screened for relevance. Eventually, the full text of 36 of
these articles and two additional articles were assessed for
inclusion in the review. On the basis of the inclusion and
exclusion criteria, 20 studies were included for the qualitative analysis (1169 patients) and 16 of these 20 studies
(987 patients) for meta-analysis (see figure 1).25–44 The
rate of agreement between the two reviewers was considered high (80%) on study selection and inclusion, risk of
bias assessment and data extraction.
Study characteristics
A detailed description of the study and music intervention characteristics is shown in online supplemental data
S3. Cardiothoracic surgical procedures were mostly coronary artery bypass graft and/or valve replacement (90%).
None of the papers described the surgical method used.
Eleven studies assessed anxiety (State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI, 4/11), Visual Analogue Scale (VAS, 4/11) and
Numeric Rating Scale (NRS, 1/11), Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS, 1/11), STAI and NRS (1/11))
Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474

and 10 assessed pain (VAS (55.6%), NRS (33.3%), Visual
Rating Scale (VRS, 11.1%)).
The type of music offered was commonly described
as relaxing, calming, soft, sedative, light and absence
of strong rhythms and percussion (60%). It was mostly
offered through headphones (70%). The played music
selection was either chosen by the patient from pre-
selected music lists (40%), selected by the researcher
(35%) or self-chosen by the patient (15%). Two studies
used a combination of the above-
described methods
of music selection (10%).31 43 Twelve studies (60%)
provided multiple music sessions, either repeated on a
day or days or once daily over several day(s). Patients
in the control groups received a scheduled rest (eight
studies, 40%), standard care (six studies, 30%), headphones/earphones without music (four studies, 20%),
breathing exercises (one study, 10%) or an intraoperative
blank tape combined with postoperative standard care
(one study, 10%).
Fourteen studies solely provided postoperative music,
of which seven were in the ICU,27 32 34 35 38 42 43 two in the
surgical ward,25 39 one in the ICU and ward26 and four
did not specify.28 29 37 44 Five studies provided postoperative music in addition to preoperative and/or intraoperative music.31 33 36 40 41 One study provided both
preoperative and intraoperative music.30 In this study,
reported outcome parameters during hospitalisation
were assessed until postoperative day 8 and the duration
of each music intervention was at least 20 min.
Risk of bias assessment
Figure 2 presents a detailed overview of the risk of
bias assessment. Overall, the risk of bias was found to
be moderate to high. A high risk of selection bias was
considered present in three studies (15%) due to open
random allocation list,27 random sequence generation
based on odd and even numbers33 and availability of the
intervention,43 respectively. Five studies provided insufficient details regarding the random sequence generation
(20%)34 39 40 42 44 and 11 studies (55%) regarding the allocation concealment.25 28 31 34 37–42 44 An overall high risk of
performance bias was present, as blinding of patients to
the intervention is only feasible when the intervention is
administered during general anaesthesia. Three studies
(15%) reported blinding of the personnel.38 40 41 Two
studies (10%) reported a high risk of reporting bias, as
outcome parameters in the research protocols differed
from those in the published articles.33 35 Other risk of
bias was considered high in two studies (10%); in one
of these the patients in the control group were significantly older than the patients in the music group40 and
the other lacked information on baseline characteristics
such as age, sex and type of surgery.44 A summary of the
risk of bias is shown in figure 3. The funnel plots investigating bias of studies on the effect of perioperative music
on anxiety and pain showed a near funnel-shaped plot
(online supplemental data S4 and S5).
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performed on timing of the intervention (preoperatively, intraoperatively or postoperatively), how the music
choice was assessed (eg, by the researcher or preference
of the patient) and risk of bias due to the randomisation procedure (low risk was defined when both random
sequence generation and allocation concealment were
scored as low risk, other studies were scored as high
risk of bias). For use of opioids, a random effects meta-
analysis was performed to assess the effect of the intervention on postoperative opioid use; where necessary,
opioid use was accumulated over multiple postoperative
days. If multiple types of opioids were administered, daily
dosages were converted to morphine equivalents and
summed to calculate the total daily opioid use. The total
dosage of opioids during the postoperative assessment
period was determined by pooling the total daily dosages
using formulas for pooled variance. Data were analysed
using R version 3.6.3 and a two-sided p value <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Open Heart

PRISMA flow diagram. N indicates the number of articles.

Effect of music intervention on postoperative anxiety
Anxiety scores were pooled after the first postoperative
music session in nine of the 11 studies.25–27 30–33 36 44 The
scores of two of these 11 studies could not be pooled
because SDs were lacking.28 29 The pooled analysis
resulted in a significant effect of perioperatively offered
music on postoperative anxiety (SMD = –0.50 (95% CI
–0.67 to –0.32), p<0.01). Anxiety was measured with the
VAS (44%),26 27 32 36 STAI (33%),31 33 44 NRS (11%)25 or
HADS (11%).30 We performed a back-transformation on
the 11-point VAS/NRS and the STAI scale, since these
were most abundantly represented in the pooled data.
This yielded a reduction of 1.05 (95% CI 0.67 to 1.41)
points on the VAS/NRS for anxiety and 4.00 (95% CI
2.56 to 5.36) on the STAI. The median duration of the
intervention was 30 min (IQR 20–105).25–27 32 33 36 44
Four studies offered postoperative music on multiple
days.25 26 33 36 Pooling of the data collected after the last
postoperative music session resulted in a reduction of
postoperative anxiety (SMD = –0.39 (95% CI –0.64 to
4

–0.15), p<0.01). The forest and funnel plots concerned
are shown in online supplemental data S4.
Effect of music intervention on postoperative pain
Pain scores were pooled after the first postoperative
music session in six of the 10 studies.26 32–34 36 39 The data
from four of these 10 studies could not be pooled due to
missing or unreliable means and SDs.28 29 35 42 The pooled
analysis resulted in a statistically significant effect of perioperatively offered music on postoperative pain (SMD =
–0.51 (95% CI –0.84 to –0.19), p<0.01). Pain was measured with the VAS (66%),26 32 33 36 NRS (17%)34 or VRS
(17%).39 Back-transformation yielded a reduction of 1.26
(95% CI 0.47 to 2.07) points on the VAS/NRS for pain.
The median duration of the intervention was 30 min
(IQR 28–109).
Three studies offered postoperative music on multiple
days.30 33 36 Pooling of the data collected after the last
postoperative music session did not result in a significant
effect on pain (SMD = –0.40 (95% CI –0.87 to –0.07),
Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474
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Figure 1
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GRADE rating
Application of the GRADE criteria led to the following
considerations. The risk of bias was moderate to high for
both anxiety and pain; the precision was considered low,
as effect sizes ranged from low to high within the 95% CIs
of pooled estimates, influencing clinical decision-making.
Consistency was considered high for both anxiety and
pain, as all studies showed consistent results and all 95%
CIs overlapped. Heterogeneity was statistically significant
for pain (I2=56% (95% CI 0% to 82%), p=0.04) but not
for anxiety (I2=0% (95% CI 0% to 63%), p=0.47); due
to the wide CIs, the possibility of substantial heterogeneity cannot be ruled out for either outcome. Directness was considered high, as studies directly targeted the
population of interest and reported outcomes critical
for decision-making. There was no substantial evidence
for publication bias, as scattering in the funnel plots for
anxiety and pain was fairly symmetrical. Definite conclusions could not be drawn, however, because the number
of studies assessing anxiety and pain was small. In conclusion, the GRADE certainty rating is moderate.

Figure 2

Risk of bias assessment.

Figure 3

Summary of risk of bias.

Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474

Subgroup analysis
A combination of preoperative and postoperative music
was administered by three studies assessing anxiety30 33 36
and by two studies assessing pain.33 36 Pooled data analysis
of these three and two studies did not result in a statistically
significant effect on anxiety (SMD = –0.21 (95% CI –0.55
to 0.13), p<0.22) and pain (SMD = –0.57 (95% CI –1.45 to
0.31), p=0.20). Five studies assessing anxiety25–27 32 44 and
four studies assessing pain26 32 34 39 provided music solely
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p<0.10). The forest and funnel plots concerned are
shown in Supplementary data S5).
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Effect of music on other parameters
As written in our PROSPERO protocol, we evaluated the
effect of perioperative music interventions on several
other parameters. No statistically significant effects were
found on perioperative opioid use, length of stay, time on
mechanical ventilation, systolic blood pressure, diastolic
blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, heart rate, and
respiratory rate. Forest plots are shown in online supplemental data S7. The only statistically significant finding
was a minimal increase in oxygen saturation in the ICU
(SMD=0.43 (95% CI 0.08 to 0.78), p=0.02).
DISCUSSION
It is important to recognise and treat patients’ perioperative anxiety, as it has been associated with a higher
6

postoperative pain intensity, lower quality of life, higher
benzodiazepine and opioid consumption, and higher
morbidity and mortality rates.45–49 Regarding the latter,
Takagi et al concluded from a meta-analysis that perioperative anxiety correlated with an almost twofold higher late
postoperative mortality compared with that in patients
without perioperative anxiety.50 Also, the use of benzodiazepines for anxiety is controversial. While they are
effective in reducing preoperative anxiety and promoting
sedation, they have also been associated with a worse
postoperative recovery and a higher risk of delirium.51–55
Moreover, the use of benzodiazepines and opioids to
reduce perioperative anxiety and pain in hospital may
lead to chronic use and substance dependency.56 57 Introducing risk-free music interventions for patients undergoing cardiac surgery is most likely cost effective as this
may reduce patients’ anxiety and pain, and consequently
their benzodiazepine and opioid consumption.
This meta-analysis showed a significant beneficial effect
of listening to music on postoperative anxiety and pain
in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. These results are
in line with the previous qualitative review of Grafton-
Clarke et al.58 We performed the current study in order
to systematically review the literature with the help of
an information specialist, in order to prevent missing
important articles on the subject, and to quantify the
cause-
effect relationship between music and postoperative anxiety and pain in patients undergoing cardiac
surgery and to study the magnitude of the effect of music.
Repeated music interventions postoperatively sustain the
beneficial effect on anxiety until postoperative day 8.
This effect is also seen when studies were analysed separately based on the risk of bias due to the randomisation
procedure, since this was the only risk of bias variable
which could be divided into low and high risk of bias. Our
review found that exposure to recorded music reduced
postoperative anxiety by 1.05 points on the VAS/NRS
and 4.00 points on the STAI. A recent RCT comparing
the effect of recorded music and that of midazolam on
anxiety in patients undergoing a peripheral nerve block
found no difference in this respect between the study
arms.59 Interestingly, midazolam was associated with a
reduction of 4.2 points on the STAI, comparable to that
which we found for music exposure. In the current study,
for pain this reduction was 1.26 points on the VAS/NRS,
which was a significant reduction.60 61 Also, the GRADE
certainty was rated moderate in our study, which implies
that the authors believe that these estimated clinical relevant effects are probably close to the true effect.
Postoperatively offered music significantly reduced
postoperative pain. This effect was not observed when
we pooled data of studies providing preoperative music
in combination with postoperative music. This was
not expected, since preoperative anxiety is associated
with postoperative pain. However, the low number of
studies administering preoperative music resulted in
high variability in the meta-analysis, and potentially led
to an underestimation of the effect. Therefore, definite
Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474
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postoperatively. Pooled data analysis of these five and
four studies resulted in a statistically significant effect for
anxiety (SMD = –0.61 (95% CI –0.83 to –0.39), p<0.01)
and pain (SMD = –0.46 (95% CI –0.82 to –0.11), p=0.01).
Two studies assessing anxiety30 31 provided a combination
of intraoperative and postoperative music. Pooled data
analysis showed no statistically significant effect on postoperative anxiety (SMD = –0.30 (95% CI –0.88 to 0.27),
p=0.30). The information in question was not available
for the effect on pain.
Subgroup analysis of the relation between music selection and postoperative anxiety of four studies25 26 32 36 in
which patients chose from pre-selected music lists resulted
in a statistically significant reduction (SMD = –0.51 (95%
CI –0.77 to –0.25), p<0.01). The same type of analysis of
the two studies33 44 in which patients provided their own
music also resulted in a significant reduction in anxiety
(SMD = –0.46 (95% CI –0.82 to –0.11), p<0.01). Pooled
data analysis of two studies27 30 in which music was chosen
by the researcher did not show a statistically significant
effect on anxiety (SMD = –0.41 (95% CI –1.26 to 0.41),
p=0.32).
Pooled data analysis of five studies26 32 34 36 39 in which
patients chose from provided playlists resulted in a statistically significant reduction in postoperative pain (SMD
= –0.40 (95% CI –0.71 to −0.09), p=0.01). We could
not pool data on the effect of patients’ self-chosen or
researcher-selected music on pain because in only one
study could patients select their own music33 and in none
of the studies did the researcher select the music. Forest
plots are shown in online supplemental data S6.
The effect of music on anxiety is statistically significant
for both low risk (SMD = –0.44 (95% CI −0.83 to –0.05),
p=0.03) and high risk (SMD = –0.53 (95% CI –0.75 to
–0.30), p<0.01) of bias studies based on the randomisation procedure. For pain the same analysis resulted in a
non-significant effect for low-risk studies (SMD = –0.39
(95% CI –0.85 to 0.06), p=0.09) and a significant effect
for high-
risk studies (SMD = –0.69 (95% CI –1.01 to
–0.36), p<0.01). Forest plots regarding this are shown in
online supplemental data S6.

Cardiac surgery

Strengths and limitations
A strength of this review is the low heterogeneity between
surgical procedures. Furthermore, the VAS and STAI for
anxiety and the VAS for pain, which are reliable, validated
Kakar E, et al. Open Heart 2021;7:e001474. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2020-001474

and easy assessment tools, were the most commonly
used tools in the included studies, facilitating the clinical interpretation. The most important limitation was
the moderate to high risk of bias. Many studies did not
provide sufficient details regarding random sequence
generation and allocation concealment. Because our
primary outcomes were patient-reported outcomes, the
impossibility of blinding of the participants to the music
intervention led to a high risk of detection bias. It is only
feasible to blind patients when a music intervention is
solely administered during general anaesthesia. This was
not the case in any of the included studies. Therefore,
further research in the cardiac surgical population with
music intervention solely being applied during general
anaesthesia could have added value. The small numbers
of studies included in our subgroup analyses prevented
drawing definite conclusions regarding subgroups. Lastly,
the timing, duration and type of music intervention
varied greatly between studies, and meta-regression analysis could not be performed due to the limited number
of studies.
Future research requirements
Future research on music interventions in cardiac surgery
should focus on certain methodological factors. In order
to make definite conclusions, multicentre studies with
larger sample sizes should be conducted, while most
studies included in this meta-analysis have relatively low
sample sizes. Furthermore, the risk of selection bias due
to sequence generation and allocation concealment is
easily solved by using a reliable randomisation method.
The risk of performance and detection bias, however, is
more difficult to avoid in music intervention studies since
awake subjects and personnel are difficult to blind, especially in studies with subjective outcome measures. Lastly,
there is still a lot of ambiguity in the current literature on
the type of music, duration and frequency of the intervention. Therefore, it would be a great addition if studies
with music interventions would report these factors in
their studies in order to provide proper guidelines for
implementation of music in standard medical care. Until
these guidelines are implemented, we recommend use of
the published study protocol of the IMPECT trial (Interventions with Music in PECTus excavatum treatment) as
a guide for future studies.64

CONCLUSION
This systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs indicates that perioperatively offered recorded music interventions were associated with a significant reduction in
postoperative anxiety and pain in the cardiac surgical
population. Music is easily applicable in the perioperative
setting and has no known side effects. Therefore, implementation of perioperative recorded music intervention
in the standard care of cardiac surgical patients should
be considered.
7
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conclusions cannot be drawn. Furthermore, this effect
was also not observed when studies with low risk of bias
and high risk of bias due to the randomisation procedure were analysed separately. Also, music significantly
increased the mean oxygen saturation (SMD=0.43 (95%
CI 0.08 to 0.78), p=0.02), but this increase was too low to
be considered clinically relevant.
In our subgroup analyses on the impact of music selection, the largest beneficial effect on anxiety was seen
when patients selected music from preselected lists,
followed by self-chosen music. Researcher-selected music
had no statistically significant effect on anxiety. Selecting
music from a playlist also was associated with a beneficial
effect on pain. Only one study assessing pain included
self-chosen music, which showed a statistically significant
effect when the music was provided in the ICU on postoperative days 1–3.33 These findings are mostly in line
with those of a meta-analysis of RCTs by Kühlmann et al,
in which selection of music from a preselected list had
the largest beneficial effect.15 However, they also found a
statistically significant effect of researcher-selected music
on anxiety and pain. Discrepancies in the magnitude of
the music effect between our meta-analysis and that of
Kühlmann et al can be explained by the small number of
studies included in our subgroup analyses, leading to a
potential underestimation of the effect. Therefore, definite conclusions regarding music selection in patients
undergoing cardiac surgery cannot be drawn. We did not
find the beneficial effect of music on postoperative opioid
use described by Fu et al.17 This can be explained by the
small number of studies assessing opioid usage included
in our meta-analysis, and the use of standardised postoperative opioid regimens in these studies.
In more than half of the studies included in our review,
music intervention was administered in the ICU. A
meta-analysis by Richard-Lalonde et al investigating the
effect of music in an adult mixed population admitted
to the ICU also resulted in a significant positive effect of
music on pain.62 More importantly, international guidelines for ICU care recommend offering music to reduce
pain and strongly recommend further research of non-
pharmacological interventions for the treatment of
anxiety and pain, also to prevent delirium.63
As mentioned in the results, no effects were found of
music on more objective parameters such as opioid use,
length of stay, time on mechanical ventilation, systolic
blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial
pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, and oxygen saturation. This is probably due to the fact that these parameters were mostly secondary outcome measures and thus
no power calculation was performed on these variables.
Also, the sample sizes of the studies were relatively low,
which results in difficulties drawing definite conclusions.
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S3 Study characteristics
Study

Country

Surgery
type

Total
study
population

Race
(%
white)

Marital status
(% married)

Educational level

Mean age (SD)

% Male

Outcome assessment

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

55.5(9.5)

59.3(11.8)

76.0

60.9

Pain (NRS), RR, HR,
SBP, DBP

67.0(9.9)

67.0(9.9)

67.7

67.7

Anxiety (STAI and NRS),
HR, SBP, DBP

Ahmadabad, 2016

Iran

First time
CABG

48

NR

93.8

Barnason, 1995

USA

CABG

67

NR

NR

Illiterate 8.3,
primary school 47.9,
high school 33.3,
graduate 10.4
NR

Bauer, 2011

USA

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

100

NR

NR

NR

65.6(12.9)

60.2(12.4)

75.7

78.4

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
HR, SBP, DBP, opioid
use

Blankfield, 1995

USA

CABG and
valve or
valve

61

93.4

77.0

60.0(10.4)

65.0(7.8)

72.0

72.0

SICU stay (days),
analgesics use

Cigerci, 2015

Turkey

CABG

68

NR

91.2

62.3(11.3)

60.8(10.3)

73.5

79.4

Anxiety (STAI) and pain
(VAS), HR, RR, SBP,
DBP, SpO2, opioid use

Heidari, 2015

Iran

First time
CABG

60

NR

88.3

Less than high
school 19.7,
High school 37.7,
some college 22.9,
college 19.7
Primary school 79.4,
secondary school
19.1,
university 1.5
Literate 65.0,
illiterate 35.0

56.3(13.5)

60.9(8.7)

50.0

60.0

Anxiety (VAS), HR, SBP,
DBP, MAP

Jafari, 2012

Iran

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

60

NR

NR

NR

57.0(11.6)

58.6(9.6)

46.7

40.0

Pain (NRS)

Janardan, 2016

India

Open heart
surgery*

60

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Anxiety (STAI), HR, RR,
SBP, DBP

Kar, 2015

India

Open heart
surgery**

34

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Opioid use

Mirbagher, 2014

Iran

First time
CABG or
valve

60

NR

80.0

46.0(11.25)

45.5(11.25)

40.0

56.7

Pain (VAS)

Nilsson, 2009A

Sweden

First time
CABG
and/or

40

NR

NR

Secondary
education 33.3,
diploma 38.3,
academic 28.3
NR

64.0(10.0)

67.0(7.5)

85.0

75.0

HR, MAP, SaO2

8
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valve
Nilsson, 2009B

Sweden

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

58

NR

NR

NR

64.0(11.5)

69.0(7.5)

NR

NR

Anxiety and pain (NRS),
HR, RR, MAP, SaO2

Schou, 2008

Denmark

CABG and
valve or
valve

41

NR

NR

NR

64.1(10.9)

64.3(8.9)

31.9

31.9

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
LOS (days)

Schwartz, 2009

USA

CABG

67

NR

NR

NR

63.5(10.6)

64.8(10.6)

65.7

78.1

Time on MV (minutes),
ICU LOS (minutes)

Sendelbach, 2006

USA

CABG
and/or
valve

85

NR

NR

NR

62.3(14.8)

64.7(11.4)

62.0

80.6

Anxiety (STAI), pain
(NRS), HR, SBP, DBP,
opioid use (ME)

Stein, 2010

USA

CABG or
CABG and
valve

36

91.7

Employed
33.3, retired
44.4,
disabled
16.7,
unemployed
5.6

High school 30.6,
college 47.2,
postgraduate 22.2

64.3(11.4)

65.4(11.0)

58.8

94.7

Anxiety (HADS)

Twiss, 2006

USA

CABG or
valve

60

NR

NR

NR

72.6(2.1)

75.1(3.4)

33.0

33.0

Anxiety (STAI), time on
MV (minutes)

Voss, 2004

USA

CABG or
valve***

40

NR

NR

NR

63.0(13.0)

63.0(13.0)

64.0

64.0

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
distress (VAS), opioid
use (ME)

Zeydi, 2011

Iran

CABG or
valve

60

NR

98.3

NR

57.0(11.6)

58.6(9.6)

46.7

40.0

HR, RR, SBP, DBP,
MAP, SpO2

Zimmerman, 1996

USA

CABG

64

100

NR

NR

67.0(11.8)

67.0(11.8)

64.0

64.0

Pain (VRS)

61.8(5.8)

63.1(6.1)

59.0(15.7)

63.3(18.2)

Summary of all
studies

58.5(16.1)

NR = not reported, USA = United States of America, CABG = coronary artery bypass graft, (S)ICU = (surgical) intensive care unit, LOS = length of stay, VAS = visual analogue scale, NRS = numeric
rating scale, VRS = verbal rating scale, STAI = state- trait anxiety inventory, HADS = hospital anxiety and depression scale, HR = heart rate, RR = respiratory rate, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP
= diastolic blood pressure, MAP = mean arterial pressure, ME = morphine equivalent, MV = Mechanical Ventilation, SaO 2 = arterial oxygenation, SpO2 = oxygen saturation, PaO2 = partial pressure of
oxygen.
*Atrial septal defect (ASD), ventricular septal defect (VSD), aortic valve diseases, mitral valve disease, tricuspid valve disease, CABG and congenital heart disease and post-operative open heart
surgery
** Under cardiopulmonary bypass, surgery type not specified
*** Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) procedures (80%), valve repair (14%), replacement of pulmonary homograft (2%), resection of atrial myxoma (2%), and resection of a right coronary artery
aneurysm (2%)

Music intervention characteristics
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Study

Timing
intervention

Location

Delivery

Frequency
(per day) x
duration
(min.)

Total
duration
(min.)

Music description

Intervention
choice

N
intervention
group

Control

N
control
group

Ahmadabad, 2016

POD 2

ICU

Headphones

2 x 30

60

Based on cultural conditions
of the society, 60-80
beats/min, general absence
of strong rhythms or
percussion

Patient
preference

25

Standard care

23

Barnason, 1995

POD 2-3

Ward

Headphones

1 x 30

60

Option out of
lists

33

Scheduled rest

34

Bauer, 2011

POD 2-4

ICU and
ward

CD player

2 x 20

120

Option out of
lists

49

Scheduled rest

51

Blankfield, 1995

Intra-op
Post-op
LOS
Pre-op
Post-op
LOS

OR, ICU,
ward

Headphones

2 x 30

390

Country western
instrumental, fresh aire (by
Mannheim Steamroller),
winter into spring (by George
Winston), prelude and
comfort zone (both by Steven
Halpern); soothing, facilitates
relaxation
Summer song, autumn song,
bird song, night song in
combination with music
Dreamflight II by Herb Ernst

Researcher

32

Intra-op blank tape,
post-op standard care

29

ICU,
ward

Headphones

1 x 1.5h Pre,
1 x 30 ICU,
1 x 30 ward

NR

Turkish classical and folk
music

Patient
preference

34

Standard care

34

Heidari, 2015

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Researcher

30

Standard care

30

Jafari, 2012

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Light music, sounds of nature
including sea and bird noises
Relaxation music pieces, 6080bmp

Option out of
lists

30

Headphones without
music

30

Janardan, 2016

POD NS

NR

Headphones

1 x 20

20

Breathing exercises + music

Patient
preference

30

Breathing exercises

30

Kar, 2015

OR

Earphones

NR

NR

Raga therapy

Researcher

17

Earphones with blank
CD.

17

Mirbagher, 2014

Pre-op
Intra-op
Post-op
POD 0/1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Researcher

30

Headphones without
music

30

Nilsson, 2009A

POD 1

NR

Music pillow

1 x 30

30

Sedative music without lyrics,
with sustained melodic
quality, 60-80bpm, absence
of strong rhythms or
percussions
Soft, relaxing, 60-80bpm

Researcher

20

Scheduled rest

20

Nilsson, 2009B

POD 1

NR

Music pillow

1 x 30

30

Soft, relaxing, 60-80bpm,
included different melodies in
new age style

Researcher

28

Scheduled rest

30

Cigerci, 2015
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Schou, 2008

Pre-op
POD 5/6

Ward

Music pillow

4 x 35

140

Easy listening, classical,
specially composed, new age

Option out of
lists

22

Scheduled rest

19

Schwartz, 2009

POD 0-1

ICU

Headphones

Average 2-3
sessions

259

Light music

Researcher
and option
out of lists

35

Standard care

32

Sendelbach, 2006

POD 1-3

NR

Headphones

2 x 20

120

Option out of
lists

49

Scheduled rest

36

Stein, 2010

Pre-op
Intra-op

Home,
OR

NR

NR

NR

Easy listening, classical, or
jazz (no dramatic changes,
instrumental music, 6070bpm) + brief session of
relaxation before music
Relaxing music

Researcher

17

Standard care

19

Twiss, 2006

Intra-op
Post-op

OR, ICU

Headphones

NR

NR

Relaxing and calming music
(songs available)

Intra-op
option out of
lists and postop own music

28

Standard care

32

Voss, 2004

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Option out of
lists

19

Scheduled rest

21

Zeydi, 2011

POD 0-1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Sedative music defined as
without lyrics, sustained
melodic quality, 60-80bpm,
general absence of strong
rhythms or percussion. Lists:
Synthesizer, harp, piano,
orchestra, slow jazz, flute.
Relaxing music, 60-80bpm

Option out of
lists

30

Headphones without
music

30

Zimmerman, 1996

POD 2-3

Ward

Headphones

1 x 30

60

Country western
Option out of
32
Scheduled rest
32
instrumental, fresh aire (by
lists
Mannheim Steamroller),
winter into spring (by George
Winston), prelude and
comfort zone (both by Steven
Halpern); facilitates
relaxation)
NR = not reported, NS = not specified, ICU = intensive care unit, OR = operation room, POD = postoperative day, Pre-op = preoperative, Intra-op = intraoperative, Post-op = postoperative, LOS =
length of stay, min. = minutes.
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S4 Effect of music on anxiety
Forest and funnel plots presenting the effect of the first postoperative music session on postoperative anxiety score.
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Forest plot of the effect of music intervention on postoperative anxiety scores after the last music session.
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S5 Effect of music on pain
Forest and funnel plots presenting the effect of the first postoperative music session postoperative music intervention on
postoperative pain score.
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Forest plot of the effect of music intervention on postoperative pain scores after the last music session.
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S6 Subgroup analysis
Forest plot of the effect of preoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative anxiety.

Forest plot of the effect of preoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative pain.
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Forest plot of the effect of intraoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative anxiety.

Forest plot of the effect of postoperative music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of postoperative music on pain.

Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety when patients choose from music lists.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on pain when patients choose from music lists.

Forest plot of the effect of patient selected music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of researcher selected music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety in studies with low risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.

Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety in studies with high risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.

Forest plot of the effect of music on pain in studies with low risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on pain in studies with high risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.
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S7 Effect of music on other parameters
Forest plot of the effect of music on perioperative opioid use.

*Morphine equivalents; **Opioids; ***Ketobemidone

Forest plot of the effect of music on Sp02.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on SBP.

Forest plot of the effect of music on

DBP.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on HR.

Forest plot of the effect of music on RR.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on MAP.

Forest plot of the effect of music on LOS.

Forest plot of the effect of music on time on mechanical ventilation.
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S1 Prisma checklist
Section/topic

#

Checklist item

Reported
on page #

1

Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both.

1

2

Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background; objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria,
participants, and interventions; study appraisal and synthesis methods; results; limitations; conclusions and
implications of key findings; systematic review registration number.

1

TITLE
Title

ABSTRACT
Structured summary

INTRODUCTION
Rationale

3

Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.

1

Objectives

4

Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to participants, interventions,
comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS).

2

Protocol and registration

5

Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web address), and, if available, provide
registration information including registration number.

2

Eligibility criteria

6

Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report characteristics (e.g., years considered,
language, publication status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving rationale.

2

Information sources

7

Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, contact with study authors to identify
additional studies) in the search and date last searched.

2

Search

8

Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any limits used, such that it could be
repeated.

S2

Study selection

9

State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in systematic review, and, if applicable,
included in the meta-analysis).

2

METHODS

Data collection process

10

Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, independently, in duplicate) and any processes
for obtaining and confirming data from investigators.

2

Data items

11

List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding sources) and any assumptions and
simplifications made.

2

1
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Risk of bias in individual
studies

12

Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including specification of whether this was
done at the study or outcome level), and how this information is to be used in any data synthesis.

2

Summary measures

13

State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means).

2

Synthesis of results

14

Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if done, including measures of consistency
2
(e.g., I ) for each meta-analysis.

3

Checklist item

Reported
on page #

Section/topic

#

Risk of bias across studies

15

Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative evidence (e.g., publication bias, selective
reporting within studies).

3

Additional analyses

16

Describe methods of additional analyses (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-regression), if done, indicating
which were pre-specified.

3

Study selection

17

Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, with reasons for exclusions at
each stage, ideally with a flow diagram.

3

Study characteristics

18

For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (e.g., study size, PICOS, follow-up period) and
provide the citations.

3

Risk of bias within studies

19

Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome level assessment (see item 12).

3

Results of individual studies

20

For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: (a) simple summary data for each
intervention group (b) effect estimates and confidence intervals, ideally with a forest plot.

4-6

Synthesis of results

21

Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence intervals and measures of consistency.

4-6

Risk of bias across studies

22

Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies (see Item 15).

3

Additional analysis

23

Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-regression [see Item 16]).

5+6

Summary of evidence

24

Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each main outcome; consider their relevance to
key groups (e.g., healthcare providers, users, and policy makers).

6+7

Limitations

25

Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at review-level (e.g., incomplete retrieval of
identified research, reporting bias).

7

Conclusions

26

Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and implications for future research.

7

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

2
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FUNDING
Funding

27

Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support (e.g., supply of data); role of funders for the
systematic review.

8
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S2 Search Strategy
Database

Records identified

After de-duplication

embase.com

671

662

Medline Ovid

378

135

Web of science

250

93

Cochrane CENTRAL 138

66

Google scholar

100

62

Total

1537

1018

embase.com
(music/de OR 'acoustic stress'/de OR 'music therapy'/de OR singing/de OR musician/de OR 'auditory stimulation'/de OR 'MP3
player'/de OR 'tape recorder'/de OR 'compact disk'/de OR (music* OR (melod* NOT (melody NEXT/2 valve*)) OR song* OR
singing* OR ((audi* OR acoustic* OR sound*) NEAR/6 (stimul* OR stress)) OR mp3 OR earphone* OR headphone* OR ((ear OR
head) NEXT/1 phone*) OR 'compact disk' OR ((cd OR cassette) NEXT/1 player*) OR speaker*):ab,ti) AND ('thorax surgery'/exp OR
'thoracic surgeon'/de OR 'heart disease'/exp/dm_su OR 'lung disease'/exp/dm_su OR 'cardiovascular surgery'/de OR
'cardiopulmonary bypass'/de OR (((thorax OR thoracic OR heart OR cardiac OR cardiothora* OR coronar* OR valve* OR cardiovasc*
OR lung OR pulmonar* OR cardiopulmonar*) NEAR/6 (surg* OR operati* OR replacement* OR bypass OR postsurg* OR

4
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postoperati* OR presurg* OR preoperati* OR intrasurg* OR intraoperati* OR transplant* OR implant* OR prosthe* OR bioprosthe*))
OR cabg OR pleurectom* OR sternotom* OR thoracotom* OR sternotom*):ab,ti) NOT ([animals]/lim NOT [humans]/lim)

Medline Ovid
(Music / OR Music Therapy / OR Singing / OR Acoustic Stimulation / OR MP3-Player / OR Compact Disks / OR (music* OR (melod*
NOT (melody ADJ2 valve*)) OR song* OR singing* OR ((audi* OR acoustic* OR sound*) ADJ6 (stimul* OR stress)) OR mp3 OR
earphone* OR headphone* OR ((ear OR head) ADJ phone*) OR compact disk OR ((cd OR cassette) ADJ player*) OR
speaker*).ab,ti.) AND (exp Heart Diseases /su OR exp Lung Diseases /su OR exp Cardiovascular Surgical Procedures / OR
Cardiopulmonary Bypass / OR (((thorax OR thoracic OR heart OR cardiac OR cardiothora* OR coronar* OR valve* OR cardiovasc*
OR lung OR pulmonar* OR cardiopulmonar*) ADJ6 (surg* OR operati* OR replacement* OR bypass OR postsurg* OR postoperati*
OR presurg* OR preoperati* OR intrasurg* OR intraoperati* OR transplant* OR implant* OR prosthe* OR bioprosthe*)) OR cabg OR
pleurectom* OR sternotom* OR thoracotom* OR sternotom*).ab,ti.) NOT (exp animals/ NOT humans/)

Web of science
TS=(((music* OR (melod* NOT (melody NEAR/2 valve*)) OR song* OR singing* OR ((audi* OR acoustic* OR sound*) NEAR/5
(stimul* OR stress)) OR mp3 OR earphone* OR headphone* OR ((ear OR head) NEAR/1 phone*) OR "compact disk" OR ((cd OR
cassette) NEAR/1 player*) OR speaker*)) AND ((((thorax OR thoracic OR heart OR cardiac OR cardiothora* OR coronar* OR valve*

5
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OR cardiovasc* OR lung OR pulmonar* OR cardiopulmonar*) NEAR/5 (surg* OR operati* OR replacement* OR bypass OR
postsurg* OR postoperati* OR presurg* OR preoperati* OR intrasurg* OR intraoperati* OR transplant* OR implant* OR prosthe* OR
bioprosthe*)) OR cabg OR pleurectom* OR sternotom* OR thoracotom* OR sternotom*)))

Cochrane CENTRAL
((music* OR (melod* NOT (melody NEXT/2 valve*)) OR song* OR singing* OR ((audi* OR acoustic* OR sound*) NEAR/6 (stimul*
OR stress)) OR mp3 OR earphone* OR headphone* OR ((ear OR head) NEXT/1 phone*) OR 'compact disk' OR ((cd OR cassette)
NEXT/1 player*) OR speaker*):ab,ti) AND ((((thorax OR thoracic OR heart OR cardiac OR cardiothora* OR coronar* OR valve* OR
cardiovasc* OR lung OR pulmonar* OR cardiopulmonar*) NEAR/6 (surg* OR operati* OR replacement* OR bypass OR postsurg*
OR postoperati* OR presurg* OR preoperati* OR intrasurg* OR intraoperati* OR transplant* OR implant* OR prosthe* OR
bioprosthe*)) OR cabg OR pleurectom* OR sternotom* OR thoracotom* OR sternotom*):ab,ti)

Google scholar (top 100 ranked)
music|musical|musicotherapy thorax|thoracic|heart|cardiac|cardiothoracic|coronary|valve|cardiovascular
surgery|operative|replacement|bypass|postsurgical|postoperative|presurgical|preoperative|intrasurgical|intraoperative|cabg
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S3 Study characteristics
Study

Country

Surgery
type

Total
study
population

Race
(%
white)

Marital status
(% married)

Educational level

Mean age (SD)

% Male

Outcome assessment

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

55.5(9.5)

59.3(11.8)

76.0

60.9

Pain (NRS), RR, HR,
SBP, DBP

67.0(9.9)

67.0(9.9)

67.7

67.7

Anxiety (STAI and NRS),
HR, SBP, DBP

Ahmadabad, 2016

Iran

First time
CABG

48

NR

93.8

Barnason, 1995

USA

CABG

67

NR

NR

Illiterate 8.3,
primary school 47.9,
high school 33.3,
graduate 10.4
NR

Bauer, 2011

USA

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

100

NR

NR

NR

65.6(12.9)

60.2(12.4)

75.7

78.4

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
HR, SBP, DBP, opioid
use

Blankfield, 1995

USA

CABG and
valve or
valve

61

93.4

77.0

60.0(10.4)

65.0(7.8)

72.0

72.0

SICU stay (days),
analgesics use

Cigerci, 2015

Turkey

CABG

68

NR

91.2

62.3(11.3)

60.8(10.3)

73.5

79.4

Anxiety (STAI) and pain
(VAS), HR, RR, SBP,
DBP, SpO2, opioid use

Heidari, 2015

Iran

First time
CABG

60

NR

88.3

Less than high
school 19.7,
High school 37.7,
some college 22.9,
college 19.7
Primary school 79.4,
secondary school
19.1,
university 1.5
Literate 65.0,
illiterate 35.0

56.3(13.5)

60.9(8.7)

50.0

60.0

Anxiety (VAS), HR, SBP,
DBP, MAP

Jafari, 2012

Iran

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

60

NR

NR

NR

57.0(11.6)

58.6(9.6)

46.7

40.0

Pain (NRS)

Janardan, 2016

India

Open heart
surgery*

60

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Anxiety (STAI), HR, RR,
SBP, DBP

Kar, 2015

India

Open heart
surgery**

34

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Opioid use

Mirbagher, 2014

Iran

First time
CABG or
valve

60

NR

80.0

46.0(11.25)

45.5(11.25)

40.0

56.7

Pain (VAS)

Nilsson, 2009A

Sweden

First time
CABG
and/or

40

NR

NR

Secondary
education 33.3,
diploma 38.3,
academic 28.3
NR

64.0(10.0)

67.0(7.5)

85.0

75.0

HR, MAP, SaO2
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valve
Nilsson, 2009B

Sweden

First time
CABG
and/or
valve

58

NR

NR

NR

64.0(11.5)

69.0(7.5)

NR

NR

Anxiety and pain (NRS),
HR, RR, MAP, SaO2

Schou, 2008

Denmark

CABG and
valve or
valve

41

NR

NR

NR

64.1(10.9)

64.3(8.9)

31.9

31.9

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
LOS (days)

Schwartz, 2009

USA

CABG

67

NR

NR

NR

63.5(10.6)

64.8(10.6)

65.7

78.1

Time on MV (minutes),
ICU LOS (minutes)

Sendelbach, 2006

USA

CABG
and/or
valve

85

NR

NR

NR

62.3(14.8)

64.7(11.4)

62.0

80.6

Anxiety (STAI), pain
(NRS), HR, SBP, DBP,
opioid use (ME)

Stein, 2010

USA

CABG or
CABG and
valve

36

91.7

Employed
33.3, retired
44.4,
disabled
16.7,
unemployed
5.6

High school 30.6,
college 47.2,
postgraduate 22.2

64.3(11.4)

65.4(11.0)

58.8

94.7

Anxiety (HADS)

Twiss, 2006

USA

CABG or
valve

60

NR

NR

NR

72.6(2.1)

75.1(3.4)

33.0

33.0

Anxiety (STAI), time on
MV (minutes)

Voss, 2004

USA

CABG or
valve***

40

NR

NR

NR

63.0(13.0)

63.0(13.0)

64.0

64.0

Anxiety and pain (VAS),
distress (VAS), opioid
use (ME)

Zeydi, 2011

Iran

CABG or
valve

60

NR

98.3

NR

57.0(11.6)

58.6(9.6)

46.7

40.0

HR, RR, SBP, DBP,
MAP, SpO2

Zimmerman, 1996

USA

CABG

64

100

NR

NR

67.0(11.8)

67.0(11.8)

64.0

64.0

Pain (VRS)

61.8(5.8)

63.1(6.1)

59.0(15.7)

63.3(18.2)

Summary of all
studies

58.5(16.1)

NR = not reported, USA = United States of America, CABG = coronary artery bypass graft, (S)ICU = (surgical) intensive care unit, LOS = length of stay, VAS = visual analogue scale, NRS = numeric
rating scale, VRS = verbal rating scale, STAI = state- trait anxiety inventory, HADS = hospital anxiety and depression scale, HR = heart rate, RR = respiratory rate, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP
= diastolic blood pressure, MAP = mean arterial pressure, ME = morphine equivalent, MV = Mechanical Ventilation, SaO 2 = arterial oxygenation, SpO2 = oxygen saturation, PaO2 = partial pressure of
oxygen.
*Atrial septal defect (ASD), ventricular septal defect (VSD), aortic valve diseases, mitral valve disease, tricuspid valve disease, CABG and congenital heart disease and post-operative open heart
surgery
** Under cardiopulmonary bypass, surgery type not specified
*** Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) procedures (80%), valve repair (14%), replacement of pulmonary homograft (2%), resection of atrial myxoma (2%), and resection of a right coronary artery
aneurysm (2%)
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Study

Timing
intervention

Location

Delivery

Frequency
(per day) x
duration
(min.)

Total
duration
(min.)

Music description

Intervention
choice

N
intervention
group

Control

N
control
group

Ahmadabad, 2016

POD 2

ICU

Headphones

2 x 30

60

Based on cultural conditions
of the society, 60-80
beats/min, general absence
of strong rhythms or
percussion

Patient
preference

25

Standard care

23

Barnason, 1995

POD 2-3

Ward

Headphones

1 x 30

60

Option out of
lists

33

Scheduled rest

34

Bauer, 2011

POD 2-4

ICU and
ward

CD player

2 x 20

120

Option out of
lists

49

Scheduled rest

51

Blankfield, 1995

Intra-op
Post-op
LOS
Pre-op
Post-op
LOS

OR, ICU,
ward

Headphones

2 x 30

390

Country western
instrumental, fresh aire (by
Mannheim Steamroller),
winter into spring (by George
Winston), prelude and
comfort zone (both by Steven
Halpern); soothing, facilitates
relaxation
Summer song, autumn song,
bird song, night song in
combination with music
Dreamflight II by Herb Ernst

Researcher

32

Intra-op blank tape,
post-op standard care

29

ICU,
ward

Headphones

1 x 1.5h Pre,
1 x 30 ICU,
1 x 30 ward

NR

Turkish classical and folk
music

Patient
preference

34

Standard care

34

Heidari, 2015

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Researcher

30

Standard care

30

Jafari, 2012

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Light music, sounds of nature
including sea and bird noises
Relaxation music pieces, 6080bmp

Option out of
lists

30

Headphones without
music

30

Janardan, 2016

POD NS

NR

Headphones

1 x 20

20

Breathing exercises + music

Patient
preference

30

Breathing exercises

30

Kar, 2015

OR

Earphones

NR

NR

Raga therapy

Researcher

17

Earphones with blank
CD.

17

Mirbagher, 2014

Pre-op
Intra-op
Post-op
POD 0/1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Researcher

30

Headphones without
music

30

Nilsson, 2009A

POD 1

NR

Music pillow

1 x 30

30

Sedative music without lyrics,
with sustained melodic
quality, 60-80bpm, absence
of strong rhythms or
percussions
Soft, relaxing, 60-80bpm

Researcher

20

Scheduled rest

20

Nilsson, 2009B

POD 1

NR

Music pillow

1 x 30

30

Soft, relaxing, 60-80bpm,
included different melodies in
new age style

Researcher

28

Scheduled rest

30

Cigerci, 2015
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Schou, 2008

Pre-op
POD 5/6

Ward

Music pillow

4 x 35

140

Easy listening, classical,
specially composed, new age

Option out of
lists

22

Scheduled rest

19

Schwartz, 2009

POD 0-1

ICU

Headphones

Average 2-3
sessions

259

Light music

Researcher
and option
out of lists

35

Standard care

32

Sendelbach, 2006

POD 1-3

NR

Headphones

2 x 20

120

Option out of
lists

49

Scheduled rest

36

Stein, 2010

Pre-op
Intra-op

Home,
OR

NR

NR

NR

Easy listening, classical, or
jazz (no dramatic changes,
instrumental music, 6070bpm) + brief session of
relaxation before music
Relaxing music

Researcher

17

Standard care

19

Twiss, 2006

Intra-op
Post-op

OR, ICU

Headphones

NR

NR

Relaxing and calming music
(songs available)

Intra-op
option out of
lists and postop own music

28

Standard care

32

Voss, 2004

POD 1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Option out of
lists

19

Scheduled rest

21

Zeydi, 2011

POD 0-1

ICU

Headphones

1 x 30

30

Sedative music defined as
without lyrics, sustained
melodic quality, 60-80bpm,
general absence of strong
rhythms or percussion. Lists:
Synthesizer, harp, piano,
orchestra, slow jazz, flute.
Relaxing music, 60-80bpm

Option out of
lists

30

Headphones without
music

30

Zimmerman, 1996

POD 2-3

Ward

Headphones

1 x 30

60

Country western
Option out of
32
Scheduled rest
32
instrumental, fresh aire (by
lists
Mannheim Steamroller),
winter into spring (by George
Winston), prelude and
comfort zone (both by Steven
Halpern); facilitates
relaxation)
NR = not reported, NS = not specified, ICU = intensive care unit, OR = operation room, POD = postoperative day, Pre-op = preoperative, Intra-op = intraoperative, Post-op = postoperative, LOS =
length of stay, min. = minutes.
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S4 Effect of music on anxiety
Forest and funnel plots presenting the effect of the first postoperative music session on postoperative anxiety score.
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Forest plot of the effect of music intervention on postoperative anxiety scores after the last music session.
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S5 Effect of music on pain
Forest and funnel plots presenting the effect of the first postoperative music session postoperative music intervention on
postoperative pain score.
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Forest plot of the effect of music intervention on postoperative pain scores after the last music session.
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S6 Subgroup analysis
Forest plot of the effect of preoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative anxiety.

Forest plot of the effect of preoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative pain.
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Forest plot of the effect of intraoperative music in combination with postoperative music on postoperative anxiety.

Forest plot of the effect of postoperative music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of postoperative music on pain.

Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety when patients choose from music lists.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on pain when patients choose from music lists.

Forest plot of the effect of patient selected music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of researcher selected music on anxiety.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety in studies with low risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.

Forest plot of the effect of music on anxiety in studies with high risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.

Forest plot of the effect of music on pain in studies with low risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on pain in studies with high risk of bias due to the randomization procedure.
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S7 Effect of music on other parameters
Forest plot of the effect of music on perioperative opioid use.

*Morphine equivalents; **Opioids; ***Ketobemidone

Forest plot of the effect of music on Sp02.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on SBP.

Forest plot of the effect of music on

DBP.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on HR.

Forest plot of the effect of music on RR.
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Forest plot of the effect of music on MAP.

Forest plot of the effect of music on LOS.

Forest plot of the effect of music on time on mechanical ventilation.
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Listening to music linked to significant reduction in anxiety/pain after major heart surgery
Unlike drugs, music has no known side effects and may be worth offering to patients
Listening to music is linked to a significant reduction in anxiety and pain after major heart
surgery, finds a pooled data analysis of the available evidence, published in the online journal
Open Heart.
As music has neither risks nor known side effects, unlike drugs, but may influence health
outcomes, clinicians should consider it for patients scheduled for major heart surgery, suggest
the researchers.

Heart surgery patients are often anxious before their procedure, and often experience severe
pain afterwards, despite being given sedatives and strong pain relief, say the researchers.
A postoperative stint in intensive care then exposes them to stressors known to increase anxiety
and pain, such as noise, sleeplessness, and mechanical ventilation. These, in turn, may also
increase length of hospital stay and the need for additional medication.
Previous research has indicated that listening to music around the time of any surgery may help
to quell patients’ anxiety and ease their pain.
To see if music might also help patients undergoing major heart surgery and reduce their length
of hospital stay and need for drugs and mechanical ventilation, etc, the researchers searched
five electronic databases, looking for relevant clinical trials, published in English up to October
2019.
They reviewed the results of 20 studies, involving 1169 patients, and pooled the data from 16,
involving 987 patients.
Most (90%) of the procedures in the included studies were predominantly coronary artery bypass
grafts and/or valve replacement.
Validated scales and scoring systems were used to measure anxiety and pain: State Trait
Anxiety Inventory; Visual Analogue Scale; Numeric Rating Scale; and the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale.
The type of music was usually described as relaxing and free of strong rhythms and percussion
(60%), and was mostly provided through headphones (70%).
Patients chose their preferred music from either pre-selected lists (40%), lists selected by the
researcher (35%), or opted for their own playlists (15%).
The music sessions were either repeated several times on one day or over several days, or once
daily over several days. In 14 studies the music was provided only after surgery; in five, it was
provided before, during, and after the procedure.
Patients in the comparison groups received a scheduled rest (8 studies), standard care (6),
headphones/earphones without music (4), breathing exercises (1) or a blank tape during surgery
combined with standard care afterwards (1).

The pooled data analysis showed that listening to music significantly reduced anxiety and pain
after major heart surgery.
The first postoperative music session was associated with the equivalent reduction of 4 points on
the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory and of 1.05 points on the Visual Analogue Scale/Numeric Rating
Scale for anxiety.
And it was associated with a reduction of 1.26 points on the Visual Analogue Scale/Numeric
Rating Scale for pain.
But the effect on pain wasn’t observed when the researchers pooled the data from studies
providing music before surgery only, or those offering a mixture of time periods. Only a few
studies took this approach, however, say the researchers.
Several days of listening to music also reduced anxiety for up to 8 days after surgery.
But listening to music wasn’t associated with any significant effects on the use of opioids; length
of hospital stay; time spent on mechanical ventilation; blood pressure; heart rate; or breathing
rate.
But, again, this may be because these outcomes weren’t the primary focus of most of the
included studies, suggest the researchers.
Several limiting factors need to be taken into consideration, when interpreting the findings, they
caution.
These include the moderate to high risk of potential bias across the included studies, and the
inability to ensure patients didn’t know which group they had been assigned. The timing,
duration, and type of music also varied widely across the studies, some of which included only
small numbers of patients.
Further research will therefore be needed before definitive conclusions can be drawn, suggest
the researchers.
Nevertheless, they conclude that listening to music is a “promising” option for major heart surgery
patients.
“Since music intervention has neither risks nor known side effects, but may have a positive effect
on patients’ health outcomes, healthcare professionals should consider providing perioperative
music for patients undergoing cardiac surgery,” they suggest.

